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About Build To The Line
We live in an engineered world and the challenges and opportunities we will face in
the future in areas such as energy, food, transport and housing will require new
engineering ideas and solutions.
Science informs us of the need to apply approaches to design and engineering that
embody key principles of sustainability and low environmental impact. This will
mean future engineers will need to rethink the materials they choose to use and their
sources. Efficiency will also be a key consideration in the design process to ensure
that scarce or valuable resources can be maximised.
Build To The Line is a new Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts and Maths (STEAM)
education programme from the Learning Partnership that aims to engage and
educate young people in these new ways of design and engineering thinking.
Beginning with cardboard as material, the Build To The Line programme will offer a
wide range of design challenges and virtual competitions for students and classes to
engage with.

Team and class organisation
Build To The Line is a team based programme of challenges. Kit for a class can
support 5 teams of around 5-6 students in a team.

The need and opportunity for future engineers
Engineers turn dreams into reality – from alternative energy sources to faster,
cleaner, cheaper transport systems, to safer and better housing for all.
Research carried out by Engineering-UK in 20191* indicates that while around half of
young people (11-19) would like to have a career that will have a positive impact on
the world, it reveals that 76% of young people have little to no idea of the type and
diversity of work that an engineer does and how it can have a role in making a
positive impact.
Engineering is a rapidly growing and attractive career area and contributes to 23%
of the economic turnover of the UK. Roles in engineering are secure and well paid
but nevertheless 61% of employers say they cannot find the people with the skills
they need to grow and tackle the problems and opportunities of the future.*

Research carried out by EngineeringUK. Data from the 2019 Engineering Brand Monitor
captured in Jan – Feb 2019, based on a sample of 2,516 pupils aged 7-19, 1,023 educators,
and 1,810 members of the public
1
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Curriculum opportunities
KS2 Design and Technology
•
•
•
•

Designing: Research and develop design criteria. Generate and communicate
ideas through sketches, prototypes and computer aided design, etc.
Making: Select and use a variety of tools. Choose materials based on their
properties.
Evaluating: Evaluate their own products against their design criteria.
Technical Knowledge: Strengthen, stiffen and reinforce more complex structures.

KS2 Mathematics
•
•
•
•
•

Number: Counting, solving practical problems using calculation
Measurement: Distance mm, cm, and metre, length, breadth and volume, etc.
Geometry: Properties of shapes – 2D and 3D, vertices, edges, volume, nets,
polygons
Geometry: Position and direction – angles, turns and rotation and use of compasses
Geometry: Perpendicular and horizonal lines, symmetry, triangle & circle properties

KS2 Science
•
•
•

Working Scientifically: Make and test predictions, devise and carry out a fair test
Materials: Uses of everyday materials
Forces: Levers and pulleys

KS2 History
•
•
•
•
•

Ancient History: The architectural and engineering achievements of the earliest
civilisations, e.g. Ancient Egypt or the Shang Dynasty in China.
‘Romanisation’ of Britain: Impact of technology
Themes beyond 1066: A significant turning point in British history. E.g. The first
railways and suspension bridges or the legacy of Greek, Roman or Norman culture:
Architecture, columns, arches, etc.
Changes in social history: Development of roads and railways, growth of cities
A local history study: Investigate a local engineering masterpiece

KS2 Art
•
•

Skills: Explore a range of art and design techniques including sculpture
History: Study architects and designers in history

KS2 Geography
•

Human and physical geography: Economic activity and land use, transport and
infrastructure
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Organising a Build To The Line project as lessons
Download the challenge guides from www.buildtotheline.com for the student brief
and the rules and regulations.
Teachers can integrate the challenges into their curriculum as they see fit although
we recommend a series of lessons be dedicated to each challenge or project to
cover the following areas.

Research activities (45-90mins)
Learning opportunities – D&T Programme of Study NC2014 PoS:
•

PDA - Designing: Understand contexts, users & purposes (PDA 8-16)
o Describe the purpose of their product
o Explain how particular parts of their products work

•

PDB - Designing Generating developing, modelling and communicating ideas (PDB 6-13)
o Generate ideas drawing on research
o Develop a simple design brief

•

PEA - Evaluating: Own products (PEA 4-9)
o Consider the views of others and intended users

•

PEB - Evaluating: Existing products (PEB 9-23)
o How products are designed to meet their purpose
o Who, where and when were products designed and made

•

PEC - Evaluating: Key events and individuals (PEC 1)
o Know about inventors, designers and engineers who have developed groundbreaking products

Suggested learning activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Identify and study the challenge topic (e.g. Bridges, shelters, furniture) and find real world or
local examples to study.
Investigate famous designers, architects and engineers and their works.
Make a display of key findings or make team topic books to collect information.
Identify the nature of the problem - who is served by the solution and what would success
look like?
Produce a design brief or specification that sets out the problem they need/want to solve
and identify key evaluation criteria (e.g. strength, safety, aesthetics, etc.)

Key vocabulary:
Audience, user, research, data, information, facts, engineer, architect, designer, purpose,
needs, specification, design brief, evaluation criteria
Assessment and self-evaluation opportunities:
•
•
•

Students can create a personal project book to keep a record of their developing
knowledge, skills and ideas as evidence of their learning
Students can contribute information, drawings or models to create a display with notes and
annotations linking items to learning
Physical examples can be captured with video or images into a classwork recording &
sharing application, e.g. Seesaw or other school assessment system.
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Focused practical tasks and mini activities (60-90mins x 2)
Learning opportunities – D&T Programme of Study NC2014 PoS:
•

PMA - Making: Planning (PMA 4-10)
o Select materials and components suitable for the task

•

PMB - Making: Practical skills and techniques (PMA 6-15)
o Follow procedures for health and hygiene
o Measure, mark, cut out and shape materials
o Assemble, join and combine materials
o Demonstrate resourcefulness when tackling practical problems

•

PTK - Technical knowledge; Making products work (PTK 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22)
o Use learning from science (e.g. forces) to make products that work
o Use learning from mathematics (e.g. nets, measurement, distance and volume) to
make products that work
o How to make strong, stiff shell structures
o How to reinforce and strengthen a 3D framework

Suggested learning activities:
•
•
•

•
•

Conduct desk-based activities to develop skills in cutting, connecting and joining
cardboard in various ways. Tab, Ply, Slot, Ribbing, etc,
Explore ways to reinforce and strengthen shell and frame structures using plies, triangulation
or folded and formed sections, etc.
Investigate using string to provide suspension or tension within a structure.
Make card and paper models and miniatures of potential designs.
Use a physics simulator such as Algodoo (www.algodoo.com) to explore forces in structures

Key vocabulary:
Frame structure, shell structure, prototype, fold, crease, net, connect, former, patterns,
template, screw, slot, tab, flange, ribs & ribbing, suspension, ply, section, beam, channel,
brace, triangulation, forces, pressure, push, pull, stretch, compress
Assessment and self-evaluation opportunities:
•
•
•

Maintain and update a personal project book
Make drawings or a display of techniques learned and their applications
Discuss a prototype and justify their design decisions in an interview or feedback session
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Design & plan for construction (45-60 mins)
Learning opportunities – D&T Programme of Study NC2014 PoS:
•

PMA - Making: Planning (PMA 4-10)
o Select tools, materials and components suitable for the task
o Order the main stages of making
o Produce lists of tools, equipment and materials they will need
o Formulate step-by-step plans as a guide to making

•

PDA - Designing: Generating, developing, modelling and communicating ideas (PDA 6-13)
o Make design decisions, taking account of constraints such as time, resources and
costs

•

PEA - Evaluating: Own ideas and products (PEA 4-9)
o Evaluate their ideas against their original design specification

•

PEB - Evaluating: Existing products (PEB 12, 13, 14, 15, 19, 20, 22, 23)
o How sustainable the materials in products are, (e.g. cardboard)
o How much products costs to make

Suggested learning activities:
•
•
•
•
•

Use the information and skills they have developed to begin to outline how they will create
their competing challenge design.
Have students show how their design will meet the rules and restrictions of the challenge
they are working on
Develop a list of any parts they may want to make in advance such as beam sections, etc.
Identify and make templates or patterns for parts that will be duplicated or produced in
quantity, e.g. beams.
Produce plan of work to show the sequence of tasks/steps needed to complete the project

Key vocabulary:
Plan, steps, list, process, resources, cost, value, tools, time, timetable, sequence, instructions,
template
Assessment and self-evaluation opportunities:
•
•
•

Maintain and update a personal project book with plans and lists for projects
Share and discuss/justify their plans and resources lists in interviews
Capture images of plans and designs into a classwork recording & sharing application, e.g.
Seesaw or other school assessment system.
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Make their design, test and improve (90-120 mins)
Learning opportunities – D&T Programme of Study NC2014 PoS:
•

PMB - Making: Practical skills and techniques (PMB 6-15)
o Follow procedures for health and hygiene
o Measure, mark, cut out and shape materials
o Assemble, join and combine materials
o Demonstrate resourcefulness when tackling practical problems

•

PTK - Technical knowledge; Making products work (PTK 7, 10, 13, 16, 19, 20, 21, 22,)
o Use learning from science (e.g. forces) to make products that work
o Use learning from mathematics (e.g. nets, measurement, distance and volume) to
make products that work
o How to make strong, stiff shell structures
o How to reinforce and strengthen a 3D framework

•

PEA - Evaluating: Their own ideas and products (PEA 4-9)
o Refer to their design criteria as they design and make

Suggested learning activities
•
•
•
•
•

Set up the working space and collect/assemble the materials.
Make up any common parts, e.g. beams or sections taking great care with any cutting
tasks. Students can ask for adult help with any cutting task.
Assemble their design using the screw plugs, screw eyes, string and other parts provided.
Carefully test the design, throughout, adjusting and making changes as needed (iterate) –
encourage learning from mistakes and problems
Confirm that any modified design meets the challenge rules and restrictions

Key vocabulary
Construct, assemble, safety, rules, make, test, check, iterate, improve, design criteria,
specification, evaluate, iterate

Assessment and self-evaluation opportunities
•
•
•

Maintain and update a personal project book with pictures of work in progress
Discuss and make notes on failures or problems and how they were addressed and any
changes of design
Capture images of plans and designs into a classwork recording & sharing application, e.g.
Seesaw or other school assessment system.
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Evaluate their product (45-60mins)
Learning opportunities – D&T Programme of Study NC2014 PoS:

•

:PEA - Evaluating Their own ideas and products (PEA 4-9)
o Use their design criteria to evaluate their completed products
o Critically evaluate the quality of design, manufacture and fitness for purpose of their
products as they design and make

Suggested learning activities
•
•
•
•

Produce a report or poster as a team/individual showing how their final design worked out
and met their original design criteria
Record strengths and weaknesses of their product and any design changes they could
make in the future
Demonstrate how the skills and knowledge they have learned could be applied to other
projects and products in the future
Make links between prototypes and models they have made in schools with design,
engineering and architectural in the world of work.
If competing in an online challenge (scored)

•
•

Complete the scoring sheet for each team
Submit challenge results. Use the uploading instructions to add each team’s total score and
supporting evidence (if asked for) to the virtual leaderboard at www.buildtotheline.com

Key vocabulary
Evaluate, review, report, record, assess
Assessment and self-evaluation opportunities
•
•
•
•

Complete a personal project book with pictures of completed product/s
Discuss and make notes on failures or problems and how they were addressed and any
changes of design
Capture images of final products and designs into a classwork recording & sharing
application, e.g. Seesaw or other school assessment system.
Complete a self-evaluation sheet (see additional resources)
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Cardboard as a resource – reusing before recycling
We generate and use huge amounts of cardboard as a society with increasing use
of online shopping and home deliveries and ever larger shops and supermarkets
moving ever greater volumes of product around in boxes. 90% of products ship in
some form of carboard box and over 5 billion cardboard boxes are made in the UK
annually – around 84% of these boxes will have been recycled.

Benefits of cardboard
Cardboard is a great example of a material that is biodegradable and non-toxic
and a great environmental choice.
•

Most cardboard boxes may have fibres that have been recycled 6 or 7 times.

•

Recycling a tonne of cardboard can save over 25,000 litres of water

•

17 trees are saved by recycling a tonne of cardboard, each of which will
absorb over 100kg of CO2 each year.

Why reuse cardboard?
While it is great that cardboard can be recycled, there is still a significant energy
and environmental cost to this recycling. The discarded cardboard must be
collected and moved to sorting locations and then go through a series of energy
intensive processes to be remade into new cardboard.
•

Recycling old cardboard uses 75% of the energy as creating new cardboard.

•

Most paper mills run at full capacity so tens of millions of tonnes of excess
carboard waste is shipped around the world for recycling to other countries
by cargo ship annually, contributing additional pollution and CO2 to the
environment.

An easy and simple way to reduce the environmental impact of recycling
cardboard (or other materials) is to reuse it as extensively as possible before sending
it to be recycled. If the cardboard is used as an alternative to plastics or other single
use products, kits or materials, then the overall environmental impact of reuse is far
greater.
Reusing before recycling is a key concept in Build To The Line. By using cardboard to
explore a wide range of engineering and design ideas using reusable tools and
fixings, schools can develop ways to avoid the need to purchase pre-engineered,
single use kits, often made from plastics.
Demonstrating key ideas using cardboard adds to the environmental savings for a
school when delivering STEAM education and helps demonstrates the use of
practical alternatives and the options for re-using materials to students,
This, along with other initiatives that explore the impact of the resources we use and
consume, may be a starting point in a young person’s journey to help them make
the world a better place in the future,
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Sourcing and storing cardboard
Ideally you should collect a reasonable amount of materials before embarking on a
Build To The Line challenge project.
There are many sources of cardboard:
Families: You can ask students and families to collect cardboard up and store it
carefully. Large purchases like TVs or white goods can provide exceptional sheets of
material.
Local Shops & Supermarkets: Supermarkets will generate many pallets full of
cardboard boxes each day. A conversation with the store manager may enable
you to select large, heavy duty boxes to create a resource pool.
Local businesses: A local company or firm may be able to supply boxes from their
own products or supplies.
House removals: If available, the cardboard boxes used when moving home can be
exceptionally strong and can be ideal for very large constructions.
Good cardboard will be crease free and should be stored flat in a warm, dry area.
Creased or torn cardboard will be weak along crease lines. If cardboard gets damp,
it will also lose a great deal of its natural strength until it can be dried again.

The best cardboard type for construction in Build To The Line is corrugated and 45mm thick although there are no limits on types that can be used although some
cardboards may be more grey and fibrous and weak (e.g. cereal boxes or egg
boxes). Students can test various cardboards and create an example pack to help
them sort and select material for different engineering purposes. Thinner sheets and
card should not be discounted as they can be screwed together in layers two or
three thick to create stronger ‘ply’ sheets for example or used to create hinges or
rounded corners.
Large boxes should be flattened for better storage and extra-large boxes may be
cut down along edges or creases to create a stock of high-quality sheets or
standard sizes such as A3 or A4. The yellow handled cardboard saw can be used to
quickly break down large boxes into neat, easily stored sheets
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Cutting and shaping cardboard
Cardboard comes in a variety of shapes and thicknesses. The methods for cutting
will vary depending on the nature of the materials, the details of the cut and the skill
level of the students. You may already have scissors, rotary cutters and other tools to
use to cut cardboard.
Example cutting tools are included in the Build For The Line kit and additional tools
can be acquired from the Build To The Line store found by clicking the shopping
trolley icon at the top of the challenge website.

The Slice Ceramic bladed knife
This knife uses a ‘finger friendly’ ceramic material instead of metal for a blade that
feel blunt to the touch greatly reducing the risk of cuts. The ceramic blade material
itself also last several times longer than the steel blades used in traditional craft
knives making this an excellent tool employing modern innovations in materials
science. Ideally used with a cutting mat and safety ruler.

The Canary Cardboard Saw RECOMMENDED FOR TEACHER USE ONLY
This very finely toothed saw is especially designed to quickly saw through cardboard
cleanly and with minimal dust. It has a long narrow, double sided blade that is ideal
for cutting curves, holes and other complicated shapes or breaking down a large
box quickly to build a stock of neat sheets.

SAFETY NOTE: As with any saw or knife, it can cut if pulled across the skin. Print and
display the tools safety notices from the folders in the Build To The The Line area on
www.dendrite.me if using the yellow Canary Cardboard Saw
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OTHER RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT:

A pair of safety scissors can cut thinner sheets of card and is an ideal tool for
students.

Cutting mat and safety ruler
An A2 cutting mat and metal safety ruler allow for the safe and efficient use of
knives or rotary style cutters to make detailed or long cuts.
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Health and Safety notes
The Learning Partnership believe that the best way to learn to be an engineer is to
work with real tools to solve real problems.
We recommend that teachers conduct a Health and Safety review (there is a
sample Risk Assessment to use to help in this) and make final decisions based on their
knowledge of the tasks involved and the skills and confidence of the students.

Suggestions:
Set up a dedicated cutting area to monitor use of the tools
We recommend setting up a dedicated cutting area or station in the classroom or
building area where tools and cutting activities can be closely monitored.
A well-equipped cutting area could have:
•
•
•
•
•

An A2 or A3 self-sealing cutting mat to prevent any damage to surfaces.
A metal safety ruler to measure mark and safely make straight cuts
Cardboard saw or ceramic knife
Scissors for cutting thinner cardboard
Safety printables

Print and display any tool safety notes from the Build For The Line collections
There are visual notes and safety reminders in the resources of Build For The Line.
These can be used as part of a display or with groups.

Have a tray or storage option for tools that lets you count in and count out tools.
Knowing who has tools and where helps to maintain a safe working environment.

Carry out cutting tasks for students if needed
While we encourage as much independence and authentic experience of tools as
possible from students, we leave the choice of whether students or staff conduct
cutting tasks, to the discretion of the supervising teacher.
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Joining and connecting cardboard
Screws and eyes
Cardboard can be readily joined using traditional glues and tapes but the Build To
The Line kit offers a reusable self-tapping wall anchor and screwdriver combination
to provide a quick, strong fixing that can connect several layers of cardboard in a
few seconds.
The metal screw eyes supplied can be used to make pilot holes if needed and they
can also be screwed into the plugs themselves to create an anchor point for
exploring suspension-based designs or hinge points.
Once an activity has been completed, the construction can be disassembled, and
the screws can be recovered and reused again for another challenge.

Wall anchors used as a screws, metal screw eyes and screwdriver
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Making a simple screwed join
The main method of connecting sheets in Build To The Line is the grey wall anchor.
This is a nylon screw with deep grooves to grip the cardboard.

1. If a pilot hole is needed, use one of the silver screw eyes to make a hole
2. Make a hole through the layers you want to connect being careful not to
catch a finger on the other side
3. Insert the tip of the grey screw into the pilot hole
4. Use the screwdriver in the X shaped slot in the top of the grey screw to screw
the layers of cardboard together
5. Stop when the shoulder of the grey screw reaches the surface of the top
layer.

Multiple layers of cardboard can be screwed together
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Making a suspension or tension point
Many examples of engineering and architecture make use of cables or wires that
suspend or tension parts of the construction.
The silver screw eyes can be tightened into an installed screw and uses to secure a
string or wire. This could be free running through the eye to allow for sliding or
adjustable parts or knotted to make a solid connection point.

1. Install the screw into the cardboard
2. Tighten the metal screw eye into the hole in the top of the screw
3. Pass a string or cable through the eye of the screw eye or tie with a knot

Making a hinge or slider
You can make a hinge for a door or a lifting or sliding part of a construction by
threading a bamboo kebab skewer or similar through the eyes.

Opening or sliding doors can be made
Build To The Line: Teacher Guide v4
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Creating strong structures
Creating a ply
The pattern of cardboard corrugations mean that a sheet of cardboard will resist
bending in one dimension but bend more easily in another.
A ply is made by adding layers of card with the corrugations at perpendicular
angles to each other to combine the strengths.
A ply can be two, three or more layers deep. Plywood uses the same technique to
align wood fibres in very thin sheets at right angles to each other to create a very
strong material.
The layers can be glued or screwed together.

A three layer ply with the middle layer at right angles to the other two

Three layers made into a ply is exceptionally strong
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Beams and sections
Beams are the key element of frame structures.
Engineers use metal or reinforced concrete beams in all manner of construction.
These beams can have different cross sections and these shapes give the beams
strength in more than one dimension.
Students can explore creating different beam sections to add strength without
weight to their constructions. They can use a common type of section or create
their own.
Common types are I beams or L sections or T bars but a section could also be a
triangle or tube

Example sections

Very strong triangle and T sections made from cardboard
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Using formers
For larger constructions, a stock of beams can be created by making use of a
former. A simple former for long straight edges is the side of a desk.

A length of plastic pipe or a length of pine stripwood can be used to wrap the
cardboard around. The former can then be removed from the end and used to
form another beam, Masking tape can hold the shape while the former is removed
before.
A production line could be set up to create a kit of parts for a major construction.

Formed beams of different sizes can be slotted inside of each other to create a joint
or extension.
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A simple L beam with folded end example
Sheets can be folded and connected to create shell structures.
Folded tabs made at the end of L type sections can be used to create quick, simple
beams. The material being turned 90 degrees gives it strength in more than one
dimension.

Slots made at the ends of sheet can be used to create overlapping tabs that can
be folded to create a section that holds its shape

An L section with tabbed and screwed ends will keep its shape
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Triangulation
Most students quickly discover that a triangle is a naturally strong shape and this fact
has been exploited by engineers for thousands of years.
Constructions can be up from triangular shapes or supports and beams can be
added to create triangles to reinforce or add strength.

Triangular frames are found in the attics of many houses supporting the roof

A truss bridge and a cable stayed bridge
Triangulation can be achieved with rigid materials or can be completed by strings or
cables under tension. In a cable stayed bridge, a cable under tension is used for
one side of a triangle with the tower and the roadway forming the other two sides.
The forces are balanced on the other side with a mirrored arrangement.
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Adding a lid or endpiece
Some shapes are inherently not strong, for example, a square section. If there is no
space to cut and fold over end tabs, the same effect can be achieved by making
an end piece. Most cartons have large tabs that fold across each other to achieve
the same effect from a single net.

A square section without ends will be very weak and can collapse under its own
weight,

Tabs on a lid can be folded around the end of a section and secured with screws to
make it stronger
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Other methods of joining
Slots
Carefully cut thin slots into pieces of cardboard. The slots should be slightly thinner
than the card so they will grip the card when inserted.

Tabs
Slots can be cut into the edges of a sheet of cardboard to make tabs that can be
screwed, slotted or glued to other parts.
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Tabs and slots
A tab can be passed through a slot to create a join. The tab can then be folded on
the inside and screwed or glued to make a stronger joint

Flanges
The edges of shape can be cut to make a series of tabs. For tubes or other 3D
shapes this is called a flange. Screws can be used to secure the tabs to another
surface.
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Supports, spars, braces and ribs
Triangular pieces can be made with tabs to hold other pieces as an angle. They do
not have to be right angled triangles and can be used to create special shapes.

Basic triangular braces

More complicated shapes can be made by creating tabbed ribs
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Plates can be screwed on to hold pieces that have been butted together

Tension wires connected to the screw eyes can work to brace a structure and can
give lots of strength with little extra weight
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APPENDIX 1: Build To The Line: Sample Risk Assessment
ACTIVITY

PERSON AT RISK

Cutting and
preparing
cardboard

Students and
teachers

SIGNIFICANT
HAZARDS
Cuts and grazes
from cutting
tools

L
2

RISK*
S
DR
3
6

RISK CONTROL MEASURES
-

-

Construction

Testing

Disassembly

Students and
teachers
Students,
teachers and
visitors
Students and
teachers

Slips, falling
parts and tool
injuries

2

Falling parts

2

2

4

-

2

4

-

Moving object
impacts, trips
and falls

2

2

4

-

Ensure cardboard is free of metal staples or other sharp features
Share and display tool safety notes and posters in the class
Wear safety glasses and use gardening gloves for major sawing activities
Ensure that students only use cutting tools once the teacher is satisfied that the
students are trained and competent in the tool’s use.
Select and use the best tool for the task and the materials being cut.
Use cutting mats and safety rulers when cutting sheets on a flat surface
Keep a tidy working area, keep surfaces clear and avoid tools lying under scraps
Do not leave any cutting blades exposed. Students and staff should close any
bladed tool they find unsupervised.
Store tools in a way that they can be counted & monitored easily.
Have student return cutting tools to a storage container between sessions of
cutting work.
Always carry cutting tools between locations safely, ideally in a container
If there is any concern about a cutting task, have a competent adult carry it out
Ensure that the location of a first aid kit and a qualified first aider is known.
Make everyone aware of the possibility of people around and behind a piece of
construction when assembling
Keep a tidy working area and ensure it is large enough for the proposed
construction
Keep tools and fixtures in a storage box and avoid small parts being left loose on
the floor where they could be a slip hazard
When using weights to test a construction, do not lift them above the heights
provided in the challenge guidelines.
If weights are used above a hard floor consider using a crash mat or sections of
carpet underneath in case of falling weights
Ensure appropriate footwear is worn
Ensure that deconstruction and disassembly happen in such a way that a large
structure will not collapse or become unsafe
Remove all reusable fixtures and place them in a storage box as they are collected
Keep the area tidy and collect recyclable elements together

* Numbers used are for illustrative purposes only, ** Residual risk is the level of risk that remains after suitable and sufficient control measures are introduced.
LIKELIHOOD (L) = Frequent (5) – Probable (4) – Occasional (3) – Improbable (2) – Remote (1) SEVERITY (S) = Catastrophic (5) – Major (4) – Reportable (3) – Serious (2) – Minor (1) Degree of Risk (DR) = LIKELIHOOD x SEVERITY

Person/s completing document
Signatures/s
Position
Time and date completed
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L
1

RISK*
S
DR
2
2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
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Appendix 3: D&T Programme of Study

D&T Programme of Study

DESIGNING
Understand context, users and purposes (PDA)
Across KS2 pupils should:
• work confidently within a range of contexts, such as the home, school, leisure,
culture, enterprise, industry and the wider environment (PDA13)
• describe the purpose of their products (PDA 14)
• indicate the design features of their products that will appeal to intended users
(PDA 15)
• explain how particular parts of their products work (PDA 16)
In early KS2 pupils should also:
• gather information about the needs and wants of individuals and groups (PDA 8)
• develop their own design criteria and use these to inform their ideas (PDA 9)
In late KS2 pupils should also:
• carry out research, using surveys, interviews, questionnaires and web-based
resources (PDA 10)
• identify the needs, wants, preferences and values of particular individuals and
groups (PDA 11)
• develop a simple design specification to guide their thinking (PDA 12)
Generating, developing, modelling and communicating ideas (PDB)
Across KS2 pupils should:
• share and clarify ideas through discussion (PDB 10)
• model their ideas using prototypes and pattern pieces (PDB 11)
• use annotated sketches, cross-sectional drawings and exploded diagrams to
develop and communicate their ideas (PDB 12)
• use computer-aided design to develop and communicate their ideas (PDB 13)
In early KS2 pupils should also:
• generate realistic ideas, focusing on the needs of the user (PDB 6)
• make design decisions that take account of the availability of resources (PDB 7)
In late KS2 pupils should also:
• generate innovative ideas, drawing on research (PDB 8)
• make design decisions, taking account of constraints such as time, resources and
cost (PDB 9)
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D&T Programme of Study

Making
Planning (PMA)
Across KS2 pupils should:
• select tools and equipment suitable for the task (PMA 7)
• explain their choice of tools and equipment in relation to the skills and techniques
they will be using (PMA 8)
• select materials and components suitable for the task (PMA 9)
• explain their choice of materials and components according to functional
properties and aesthetic qualities (PMA 10)
In early KS2 pupils should also:
• order the main stages of making (PMA 4)
In late KS2 pupils should also:
• produce appropriate lists of tools, equipment & materials that they need (PMA 5)
• formulate step-by-step plans as a guide to making (PMA 6)
Practical skills and techniques (PMB)
Across KS2 pupils should:
• follow procedures for safety and hygiene (PMB 14)
• use a wider range of materials and components than KS1, including construction
materials and kits, textiles, food ingredients, mechanical components and
electrical components (PMB 15)
In early KS2 pupils should also:
• measure, mark out, cut and shape materials and components with some
accuracy (PMB 6)
• assemble, join and combine materials & components with some accuracy (PMB 7)
• apply a range of finishing techniques, including those from art and design, with
some accuracy (PMB 8)
In late KS2 pupils should also:
• accurately measure, mark out, cut and shape materials and components (PMB 9)
• accurately assemble, join and combine materials and components (PMB 10)
• accurately apply a range of finishing techniques, including those from art and
design (PMB 11)
• use techniques that involve a number of steps (PMB 12)
• demonstrate resourcefulness when tackling practical problems (PMB 13)
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Evaluating
Own ideas and products PEA
Across KS2 pupils should:
• identify the strengths and areas for development in their ideas & products (PEA 8)
• consider the views of others, including intended users, to improve their work (PEA 9)
In early KS2 pupils should also:
• refer to their design criteria as they design and make (PEA 4)
• use their design criteria to evaluate their completed products (PEA 5)
In late KS2 pupils should also:
• critically evaluate the quality of the design, manufacture and fitness for purpose of
their products as they design and make (PEA 6)
• evaluate their ideas and products against their original design specification (PEA 7)
Existing products PEB
Across KS2 pupils should investigate and analyse:
• how well products have been designed (PEB 17)
• how well products have been made (PEB 18)
• why materials have been chosen (PEB 19)
• what methods of construction have been used (PEB 20)
• how well products work (PEB 21)
• how well products achieve their purposes (PEB 22)
• how well products meet user needs and wants (PEB 23)
In early KS2 pupils should also investigate and analyse:
• who designed and made the products (PEB 9)
• where products were designed and made (PEB 10)
• when products were designed and made (PEB 11)
• whether products can be recycled or reused (PEB 12)
In late KS2 pupils should also investigate and analyse:
• how much products cost to make (PEB 13)
• how innovative products are (PEB 14)
• how sustainable the materials in products are (PEB 15)
• what impact products have beyond their intended purpose (PEB 16)
Key events and individuals PEC
•

Pupils should know about inventors, designers, engineers, chefs and manufacturers
who have developed ground-breaking products (PEC 1)
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D&T Programme of Study

Technical Knowledge
Making products work PTK
Across KS2 pupils should know:
• how to use learning from science to help design & make products that work (PTK
19)
• how to use learning from mathematics to help design and make products that
work (PTK 20)
• that materials have both functional properties and aesthetic qualities (PTK 21)
• that materials can be combined and mixed to create more useful characteristics
(PTK 22)
• that mechanical and electrical systems have an input, process and output (PTK 23)
• the correct technical vocabulary for the projects they are undertaking (PTK 24)
In early KS2 pupils should also know:
• How mechanical systems such as levers and linkages or pneumatic systems create
movement (PTK 7)
• how simple electrical circuits and components can be used to create functional
products (PTK 8)
• how to program a computer to control their products (PTK 9)
• how to make strong, stiff shell structures (PTK 10)
• that a single fabric shape can be used to make a 3D textiles product (PTK 11)
• that food ingredients can be fresh, pre-cooked and processed (PTK 12)
In late KS2 pupils should also know:
• how mechanical systems such as cams or pulleys or gears create movement (PTK
13)
• how more complex electrical circuits and components can be used to create
functional products (PTK 14)
• how to program a computer to monitor changes in the environment and control
their products (PTK 15)
• how to reinforce and strengthen a 3D framework (PTK 16)
• that a 3D textiles product can be made from a combination of fabric shapes (PTK
17)
• that a recipe can be adapted by adding or substituting one or more ingredients
(PTK 18)
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